


Aquaree is a children’s swimwear brand built for fun, trendy 
and fashionable kids. With the concept of unique designs, quality
swimwear, and chic beach lifestyle Aquaree was born.  
 
   Our swimwear is beautifully designed with a sophisticated 
balance of function, style and flawless fits to make everyone feel 
sweet and comfy yet fashionable and cool. Don’t forget to smile!
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Magic Behind
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Berry Sweet Bowkini
Item #: 15202
Sizes: 12 months - 5 years

Cuteness to another level with 
our pinkalicious “bowkini”. 
Contrast of pink shades. Bandeau 
top with adjustable thin straps. 
Little bows bikini bottom.
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Lillia Rose
Item #: 15203
Sizes: 2 years - 6 years

Magically shine in our irresistible  
monokini garden of roses.  
Adjustable halter neck strap.
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I Red You
Item #: 15201
Sizes: 2 years - 6 years

Fall in love with our adorable  
one shoulder swimwear. Be the  
cutest flower of all. Adjustable  
strap on the shoulder.



www.aquaree.com
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Aqua Lush
Item #: 15204
Sizes: 2 years - 6 years

Color your way into the summer  
and set to sail in this adorable  
aqua and yellow tankini.  
Adjustable straps. Darling 
bikini bottom.
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Sugar Love
Item #: 15206
Sizes: 12 months - 5 years

The captivating blend of pink 
and red will give your little one a  
girly charm. Big red bow on top.  
Adjustable halter neck strap.
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Beach Doll
Item #: 15205
Sizes: 12 months - 5 years

The definition of darling is in our  
sweet as a lollipop bikini. Skinny  
adjustable straps. Side tie  
bikini bottom. 
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Aquaree Turban
Item #: 15207
Sizes: One size fits all

Hit the beach and steal the  
scene with our swimmable  
and stylish turban.
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